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66 Unit 6, Chapter 23

Name Date

Section 3

CHAPTER

23 GUIDED READING Culture and Counterculture

1. Members or participants

4. Movement center

7. Impact on art and 
fashion

2. Beliefs about American 
society

5. Attitudes and activities

8. Impact on music

3. Goals for society and 
for themselves

6. Violent episodes

9. Impact on mainstream
America

As you read this section, fill out the chart below by listing and describing various
elements of the counterculture of the 1960s.
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68 Unit 6, Chapter 23

Name Date

CHAPTER

23
Section 3

Countercultures The flappers of the 1920s and
the hippies of the 1960s both belonged to move-
ments against the values and, in many cases, strict
social rules of the established “adult” society of
their times. 

In the 1920s, that conventional society may
have seemed rather staid and stuffy to young peo-
ple caught up in the Jazz Age. Those young men
and women reflected a new sense of freedom, fun,
and a kind of easy self-confidence. Relationships
between women and men became much freer than
in the past. Unlike their parents, these “flaming
youth” went on dates without chaperones. They
played with bold enthusiasm, driving recklessly and
partying wildly to the strains of exciting new jazz.

Even the styles of women’s fashion changed.
Instead of heavy, long skirts and tight corsets of the
previous generation, young women chose short,
straight dresses. Flappers wore their hair cut short
and close to the head. They also used bright lipstick
and cheek color, which had not been acceptable in
“polite society” up until then. Some of their elders
looked on these young people as immoral. 

Youthful Idealism By the 1960s, young people
began protesting against the materialistic and mili-
taristic emphasis they saw in their parents’ genera-
tion. Many hippies seeking a different way of life
joined together to form communes, where they
lived and worked together. They believed in open,
free relationships between men and women.
Hippies also turned to new forms of rock ’n’ roll as
ways to express themselves. Many people with
more conventional views saw the hippies’ music
and lifestyle as indecent and threatening to society.

As a reaction to what they saw as artificial,
“establishment” fashions, young women turned
away from the more conventional short skirts, dra-
matic make-up, and stiff, structured hair styles of
their times, choosing instead worn jeans or long,
flowing dresses, the natural look of no make-up,
and soft, loose hair.

Not all young people in the ’60s or the ’20s
rebelled against conventional culture. However,
both groups were highly visible representations of
changes that were taking place throughout the
United States.

SKILLBUILDER PRACTICE Comparing; Contrasting
Although decades apart, the hippies of the 1960s and the flappers of the 1920s
both reflected youthful rebellion. In what other ways were these two move-
ments similar? How were they different? Read the passage below, then fill in the
Venn diagram to compare and contrast these two groups. (See Skillbuilder
Handbook, p. R8.)

1920s 1960sBoth
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RETEACHING ACTIVITY Culture and Counterculture
SECTION 3

Finding Main Ideas

The following questions deal with the counterculture movement. Answer them in the
space provided.

1. What beliefs did the members of the counterculture share with the larger youth
movement? 

2. What was the goal of the counterculture movement?

3. What were the main characteristics of the hippie movement?

4. What led to the decline of the counterculture movement? 

5. In what ways did aspects of the counterculture impact mainstream society? 

6. What was the response of conservatives to the counterculture?

CHAPTER

23
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